**ACADEMIC COUNCIL MEMBERSHIP 2018-19**

**HUMANITIES**  
* Gabara, Esther  
* Ginsburg, Shai  
* Powell, Richard  
* Reilly, Catherine  
* Szabo, Victoria  
# Andrews, Edna  
# Goodacre, Mark  
# Lieber, Laura  
# Rodríguez-García, José María  
# Sosin, Joshua  
Baran, Dominika, Alt

**PRATT SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING**  
* Grill, Warren  
* Gunsch, Claudia  
* Nightingale, Kathy  
* Stiff-Roberts, Adrienne  
* Zauscher, Stefan  
# Farsiu, Sina  
# Glass, Jeffrey  
# Izatt, Joseph  
# Jokerst, Nan  
# Virgin, Lawrence  
Bucholz, Elizabeth, Alt

**FUQUA SCHOOL OF BUSINESS**  
* Cieslak, Anna  
* Harvey, Campbell  
* Larrick, Richard  
* Marx, Leslie  
* Soll, Jack  
# Arlotto, Alessandro  
# Fitzsimons, Grainne  
# McDevitt, Ryan  
# Robinson, David  
# Schipper, Katherine  
Adelino, Manuel, Alt

**SOCIAL SCIENCES**  
* Baker, Lee  
* Brown, Tyson  
* Deutsch, Sally  
* Malone, David  
* Rosenberg, Alex  
+ Neal, Mark Anthony  
# Feaver, Peter  
# Haynie, Kerry  
# Keister, Lisa  
# Royal, Charmaine  
Rosenberg, Gabriel, Alt

**NICHOLAS SCHOOL OF THE ENVIRONMENT**  
* Baker, Paul  
* Cassar, Nicolas  
* Weinthal, Erica  
# Bennear, Lori  
# Johnson, Timothy  
# Klein, Emily  
# Zhang, Jim  
Clark, James, Alt

**BASIC SCIENCES-MEDICINE**  
* Hauser, Elizabeth  
* Soderling, Scott  
* Sullivan, Beth  
* Wood, Kris  
+ Marchuk, Douglas  
# Beece, Lorena  
# Bennett, Vann  
# Kelsoe, Garnett  
# Klingensmith, John  
Wang, Fan

**NATURAL SCIENCES**  
* Arce, Ayana  
* Bryant, Robert  
* Mukherjee, Sayan  
* Socolar, Joshua  
# Bass, Steffen  
# Boyer, Doug  
# Broverman, Sherryl  
# Pei, Zhen-Ming  
# Springer, Roxanne  
Bejsovec, Amy

**SCHOOL OF LAW**  
* Beale, Sara  
* Charles, Guy-Uriel  
* Zelenak, Larry  
# Foster, Andrew  
# Jones, Trina  
# Metzloff, Tom  
# Miller, Darrell  
Boyle, James, Alt

**CLINICAL SCIENCES-MEDICINE**  
* Andolsek, Kathryn  
* Brady, Carla  
* Drucker, Robert  
* Larrier, Nicole  
* Tucci, Debara  
+ Lagoo, Anand  
# Cohen, Harvey  
# Rosoff, Philip  
# Tong, Betty  
# Woods, Chris  
Wiener, John, Alt

**DIVINITY SCHOOL**  
* Bretherton, Luke  
* Freeman, Curtis  
* Pak, Sujin  
# Davis, Ellen  
# Rowe, Kevin  
Wilson, Brittany, Alt

**SCHOOL OF NURSING**  
* Cary, Michael  
* Gonzalez-Guarda, Rosa  
* Randolph, Schenita  
* Walton, AnnMarie  
+ Schneider, Susan  
# Bowers, Margaret  
# Brandon, Debra  
Smith, Sophia, Alt

**SANFORD SCHOOL OF PUBLIC POLICY**  
* Ananat, Liz  
* Jentleson, Bruce  
* Jeuland, Marc  
* Johnson, Tana  
# Mohanan, Manoj  
# Pizer, Billy  
# Rose, Deondra  
Gassman-Pines, Anna, Alt

**EX OFFICIO MEMBERS**  
Don Taylor, Chair, 2017-19  
Sally Kornbluth, Provost  
Vince Price, President

---

* Elected in spring 2018 for a two-year term  
# Elected in spring 2017 for a two-year term  
+ Elected in spring 2018 for a one-year term